
Nansulate® Bee Protect is a breathable hive insulation and mold resistant coating which
is painted on the exterior of hives to  create a more temperate environment - keeping
the hive warmer in the winter and cooler in the summer.

www.BeeProtect.org - 800-767-3998www.BeeProtect.org - 800-767-3998
contact@beeprotect.orgcontact@beeprotect.org

New Protective Hive Insulation TechnologyNew Protective Hive Insulation Technology

Patented Technology by Industrial Nanotech, Inc.

Insulates hives for a more temperate environment
Breathable  - does not interfere with ventilation 
Exceptional durability of 5 to 10+ years 
Protects hives from weathering - U/V resistant
NSF certified safe for incidental contact with food
Resistant to growth of mold and fungus
Environmentally friendy, low VOC

BeeHive Hawaii ran field studies with Bee Protect
in 5 regions with positive results.

BeeHive Hawaii, a beekeeper that supplies
bees & hives throughout the U.S. performed  
side-by-side field trials in five U.S. states, and
observed increased brood productivity and 
honey production in the hives that were
insulated with Nansulate® Bee Protect.

Why Coat Hives with Nansulate® Bee Protect?Why Coat Hives with Nansulate® Bee Protect?

Use Nansulate® Bee Protect a Variety of WaysUse Nansulate® Bee Protect a Variety of Ways

Nansulate® Bee Protect Clear
Nansulate® Bee Protect White Top Coat

4 coats Clear +
2 coats White

6 coats Clear 4 coats Clear +
2 coats White,
tintable to desired color



Product Details and PricingProduct Details and Pricing

Patented Technology by Industrial Nanotech, Inc.

Learn more by visiting us at:

www.BeeProtect.orgwww.BeeProtect.org
or callor call

1-800-767-39981-800-767-3998

Nansulate® Bee Protect Clear
Clear protective hive insulation coating.

1 quart of Bee Protect Clear will cover 112 S.F. @ 1 coat
1 gallon of Bee Protect Clear will cover 450 S.F. @ 1 coat
(One deep box is approximately 5 S.F., so one quart covers about
5 1/2 deep boxes with the recommended 4 coats, and one gallon
covers about 22 1/2 deep boxes with 4 coats)

Clear, matte finish
Does not need reapplication annually - lasts between 5-10+ years
    
Price: $34.95 US per 1 quart
   $69.95 US per 1 gallon

Nansulate® Bee Protect White Top Coat
White protective hive insulation coating.

1 quart of Bee Protect White Top Coat will cover 112 S.F. @ 1 coat
1 gallon of Bee Protect White Top Coat will cover 450 S.F. @ 1 coat
(One deep box is approximately 5 S.F., so one quart covers about
11 deep boxes with the recommended 2 coats, and one gallon
covers about 45 deep boxes with 2 coats)

White, semi-gloss finish
Does not need reapplication annually - lasts between 5-10+ years
    
Price: $32.95 US per 1 quart
   $59.95 US per 1 gallon

t:

 quart
 gallon

Use a coating that insulates, resists 
mold growth, and lasts  for years
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